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Main Objectives Of The Drill: 
   Warm-up (concentration/1st touch/passing) 

 

How To Set It Up: 
7-10 players; at least 2 balls 

 

How To Play It: 
1. Each player has 2 touches on the ball 
2. First touch must necessarily be with the sole of the foot 
3. Green player passes the ball to the center (to the Red player) and 

then moves into the position of the Red player (to the center) 
4. Red player receives the ball and then passes it to any player in the 

circle – after this pass Red player moves (attention) to the position of 
the Green player (to the position of the payer, from whom he has just 
received the pass) 

5. For example: if the Red player receives the ball from Green player 
and then passes to the Orange player, then: Green player moves to 
the center, Red player take the position of Green player and Orange 
player passes to the Green player (in the center) etc. 

 

Variations: 
Passing type vary: sole / instep / outstep / lob / low 
1 or 2 maximum touches on ball for each player 
Receiving type: sole / instep / outstep 
To make it more complex: Second ball can be used – players must pass 
it along the circle (without passing it to the center) 

 

What A Coach Should Shout: 
Stay confident! Cool head, light feet! Look up before making a pass!  
Time you passes! Communicate! Accurate passes! Pass only if you teammate is ready to receive! 
 

Important Note: 
[1] Players must always be aware of what is going on around them – where to run after the pass, where the second ball is etc. 
concentration and timing is very important. The drill is to make players “turn their brain on” before the training. 
[2] In case, if there are many players, participating in the training session, this drill can be completed simultaneously all over the 
court. 

 

Duration Of The Drill: 8-10 minutes.  

Intensity Of The Drill: 4 out of 5 (may vary depending on the objective of the training session). 

When To Use: Warm-up 

Difficulty: Amateur / Intermediate / Professional 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


